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scienti�c insight on the early stages of our solar system 
that would not be obtainable otherwise (Vernazza et�al. 
2021). However, the scarcity of such materials calls for 
a certain degree of caution when transferring, handling 
and measuring these samples, to minimize sample loss 
and sample alteration post-arrival on Earth. Sample loss 
may occur due to manipulation, preparation or during 
destructive analyses. Exposure to the Earth atmosphere 
may also signi�cantly alter the chemical composition 
of such delicate samples. Okazaki et� al. (2017) show an 
example of terrestrial alteration processes on Itokawa 
particles from the Hayabusa mission, such as decomposi-
tion of amorphous materials. In the case of Ryugu, pre-
liminary analysis of the returned samples has shown a 
lack of interstitial water (Yokoyama et�al. 2022) and the 
presence of 23 amino-acid compounds (Nakamura et�al. 
2022), all interesting features which can be irreversibly 
altered by terrestrial alteration. It follows that there is a 
need to accurately plan for the arrival of such samples, 
to maximize the scienti�c output achievable before pos-
sible sample loss. Previous works have already contrib-
uted to the technical development of a systematic and 
coordinated analytical scheme for extraterrestrial materi-
als (Aléon-Toppani et�al. 2021; Ito et�al. 2020; Shirai et�al. 
2020; Uesugi et�al. 2020, 2014). In this work, we join this 
e�ort by describing the sample transfer methods and the 
analytical pipeline we applied to perform an extensive 
infrared characterization of several Ryugu particles in 
July 2021. Our analytical pipeline consisted in perform-
ing an extensive Infrared and Raman characterization of 

a number of isolated microscopic Ryugu particles prior to 
their exposure to the Earth’s atmosphere, in an  N2 envi-
ronment. Following this step, the  N2 seal was broken, and 
the samples underwent another extensive Infrared (in 2D 
and 3D) and Raman characterization in ambient air con-
dition, before undergoing more destructive analysis, such 
as electron microscopy and FIB sectioning.

Sample preparation and�sample transfer
On the 1st of June, four samples consisting of mm-sized 
stones—A0055, A0064, C0002 and C0046—arrived 
in Tohoku University at Sendai. All samples were 
stored in an  N2-�led glove box with oxygen concentra-
tion <  ~ 5� ppm and dew points < �� 50� °C. In this glove 
box, via a high-resolution optical microscope, approxi-
mately 30 particles were transferred by hand to our cus-
tom-made sample holders, using a very thin �ber and 
electrostatic force (no adhesive bond). Size range varied 
from 20 to 90� µm, with a particularly large particle of 
150�µm. �ese samples had to travel from Tohoku Uni-
versity (Sendai, Japan), where the allocated particles were 
handled to the SOLEIL synchrotron in France while:

• under  N2 atmosphere, to avoid irreversible chemical 
alteration (example: Na sulfates growth on the par-
ticle surface (Nakamura et� al. 2022, Okazaki et� al. 
2017);

• retaining their 3D structure during the trip for us to 
perform 3D IR characterization techniques;

Fig. 1 a Schematics of our custom-made sample holder for the transfer of microscopic grains under  N2 atmosphere; b Sample transfer setup.
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Figure 1

(a) Schematics of our custom-made sample holder for

the transfer of microscopic grains under N  atmosphere ; (b) Sample transfer setup.

Figure 2

(a) Ryugu mm-size grain A0064, (b) seven microscopic grains picked from A0064 stone, resting on the
gold mirror of sample holder #3, (c) visible image of one of the picked grains, A0064-FO023, (d) SEM
image of A0064-FO023 (HV 2 kV - 50 pA - ICE detector)
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Figure 3

SH3/A0064-FO020 in closed sample holder (through KBr window) (a) Optical image, (b) 2.7 µm feature
(hydration feature) band area integrated on hyperspectral image from MCT/A detector with synchrotron
source, (c) SEM image of the grain taken after having opened the sample-holderRyugu mm-size grain
A0064, (d) spectra centered on the 2.7 µm hydration feature of the selected grain, acquired through the
KBr window. 
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Figure 4

The different systems used and their respective spectral ranges

Figure 5

Raman spectra on SH2, detecting presence of both N  and O  inside, with an N /O  ratio similar to that of
ambient atmosphere
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Figure 6

[left panel] cartoon modeling large grain behavior for infrared measurements on gold ; in the bottom
panel, the collected signal with respect to a gold background from C0002-FC018, the largest grain in our
set (size of approximately 150 µm). The collected signal behaves as expected from a standard
re�ectance measurement (spectral bands point downward before the Christiansen feature and upward
after). [right panel] cartoon modeling large grain behavior for infrared measurements on gold, highlighting
the contribution of a double-transmitted beam going through the sample and shining back towards the
detector ; in the bottom panel, the collected signal with respect to a gold background from C0002-FC026,
one the the smaller grains in our set (size of approximately 15 µm). The collected signal behaves
erratically, with all the bands pointing downwards. The collected signal behaves like a transmission
spectrum, even though it has been acquired in a re�ectance con�guration.
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Figure 7

IR-CT and IR-SI principle of measurement. (a) description of 3D measurements setup pieces, (b)
schematization of beam path for IR-CT measurements (transmitted beam) and IR-SI (re�ected beam), (c)
example of 1 hyperspectral image from IR-CT and IR-SI imaging techniques. The images shown in panel
(c) correspond to the continuum signal at 2.7 µm transmitted (for IR-CT) or re�ected (for IR-SI) by the
sample. For IR-CT, 90 images are acquired, one every 2°, rotating the sample from 0° to 180° : the �nal
dataset consists of 128x128x90 spectels (a spectel is the equivalent of a pixel for hyper-spectral imaging
: only one value can be associated to a pixel, while a whole spectra can be associated to a spectel). For
IR-SI, 18 images are acquired, one every 20°, rotating the sample from 0° to 360° : the �nal dataset
consists of 32x32x18 spectels.
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Figure 8

Cartoon summarizing the analytical pipeline used for Ryugu’s particles. Note that everything is stored
under a dry N  atmosphere when not in this pipeline.
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